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Aircraft Weight

suit the conditions would be put into operation. Most of the
following examples are suitable for either air or surface
units. The majority of searches take place within defined
limits, depending on the target’s capability and endurance.
Individual search units are usually designated a specific area
and the navigator will need to plot these extreme boundaries
before instigation of the pattern.The sector search pattern is
employed when the position of the target is known with
reasonable accuracy and the search is over a small area, as
in manoverboard.

Index Units
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Figure 3. Load and trim sheet software

D. Management of emergency situations
In case of an emergency, the pilot of an aircraft must
transmit emergency messages under any circumstances. An
emergency application would typically be a voice
communication initiated by the pilot or an emergency data
message containing details of the incident. This transfer can
be realized by a simple switch to a different programming
which gives absolute preference to safety-related
applications and does not serve any other applications. The
change of the resource management policy can be initiated
by the pilot a dedicated control panel. To reduce the time
needed to receive capacity assignments for the transmissions,
a selcal frame “Fig.2” could always be reserved for
emergency communication. These time slots can be allocated
permanently.
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Making a loadsheet requires having the real weight of
fuel at the appropriate time, maximum weights and operating
weights are items preprinted on a weightsheet. With these
weights and payload weights, the actual weights can be
determined. Alternate fuel is not present on a weightsheet as
it is already included in the block fuel. When taxiing to from
stand to the runway, taxi fuel will be used. The block fuel
minus the taxi fuel is the take-off fuel. Fuel used during the
trip is called trip fuel. Aircraft are limited by strength and
airworthiness requirements, therefore maximum weights are
established. The most important are: Maximum Zero Fuel
Weight (MZFW), Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) and
Maximum Landing Weight (MLW). The MZFW is the
maximum weight of the aircraft without fuel. The MTOW is
the maximum weight allowed before beginning take-off. A
landing demands high loads to the landing gear, so the MLW
is applied. Once the pilot or operator is sure the aircraft does
not exceed any weight limitations it is necessary to conduct a
trim analysis in order to calculate the location of the CoG.
The operations must have the real fuel quantity on time by
transmitting this information automatically from aircraft to
air operation center via satellite. They can fill in the
loadsheet as soon as possible and the aircraft can take off on
time.
C. Information for search and rescue services(SAR)
Aircraft in emergency must announce the expression
PAN or MAYDAY according to the problem faced. Three
codes help to evaluate the situation and notify the aid in
getting you to the nearest airport. These are the 3 squawk
codes which every pilot should commit to memory:
7500 = Aircraft Hijacking
7600 = Lost Communication (radio failure)
7700 = Emergency
Many different types of search and rescue [12] patterns
are available to SAR units and in conjunction with the
Coordinator Surface Search (CSS) an appropriate pattern to
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III.

ASSIGNING PRIORITIES TO TASKS AND INFORMATION

The use of communication networks in modern aircraft
in real-time applications is rapidly increasing. Although the
communication device adds a critical resource to the system,
the approach for a real-time application is the main key to
handle the complexity of a large system and to improve
fault tolerance in safety critical applications. These
applications are composed of information, that are
communicated by transmitting messages across a
communication system. In such application domains, a
distributed real-time application is an application that must
return coherent results in a short delay, namely a strict
timing constraint.
This priority-based [13] total order broadcast service can
be used to prioritise different types of aeronautical data, for
different purposes. For instance, consider a distributed
application that controls the operation of some facilities that
include both critical and noncritical information systems.
Messages sent to critical systems can be prioritised over
messages sent to non-critical systems, by means of a
priority-based total order broadcast protocol [14]. The
system we consider is composed of a set of processes.

A. Information system logic functions
The information system logic is based on three basic
concepts: the priority test such as emergency information has
the first priority, and second one is assigned to airliner
data“Fig.4”.
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Figure 4. Information system logic functions
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Second concept is the geographical selection in order to
receive information about aircraft flying in specific area. The
third concept is the company selection which is based on
selcal, a specific unchangeable code formed by four letters is
assigned to each aircraft by the constructor, in order to
receive information concerning every aircraft which a given
company processes. Although the parameters are strictly
defined, the variety of received information makes prediction
of exact behavior in real time.
B. Algorithm for real time communication
In this section we show an algorithms for real time
communication [15] that implement the priority-based total
order broadcast service, The priorities of messages are static
such that multiple priority levels are used to guarantee the
importance of emergency messages. This technique is uesd
in the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network
(AFTN) where priority indicators are used depending on the
messages category. So messages with priority indicator SS
have the highest transmission priority. The following
algorithm presents the the priority sequencing class of
messages.

ICNCRE ’13

Begin
Initiator
Loop forever
If (new message M arrives) then
Record it and check the priority prefix;
Procedure TO-broadcast (M, prio):
endif
Parallel: when receive (M):
Record M in incoming, and send it to destination according
to prio (M)
If (there are high priority messages)
Send Mi to SAR and do selection position;
else if (there are normal priority messages)
Send Mi to ATC and do selection position;
else if (there are low priority messages)
Send M to maintenance and air operation and do selection
fleet;
Sending the message via each communication line to which
it is attached
else (ready queue is empty and normal priority messages are
pending)
Send REQ M to the repeater;
endif
end Loop
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C. Constellation design
The satellite constellation is designed to provide links to
important data. The overall architecture is studied taking
into account the requirement to use the standard SSR
transponders mode S and it necessitates the use of low earth
orbit (LEO Low Elevation Orbit) [16-17] with a height of
1500 km; we use a constellation based on the low polar
orbits. We use four low polar orbits, the angle between two
successive orbits is 45º and each orbit contains ten satellites.
We use also five satellites distributed on the low equatorial
orbit ELEO (Equatorial low Earth orbit), and so 45 satellites
are used in this constellation. The satellite orbits are defined
as in the following table :
TABLE 2. ORBITS LOCALISATION
Orbit
Polar
Longitude

1
000º/
180º

2
045ºE/
135Wº

3
090ºE/
090ºW

4
135ºE/
045ºW

Latitude
Nomber of
Satellites

10

10

10

10

Equatorial
5
00º
5

The constellation satellite requirements [16] of
worldwide coverage with a small, lightweight user handset
resulted in a system design using a LEO satellite
constellation. The important advantages associated with
LEO satellites are lower required transmit power, a lower
propagation delay, and polar coverage. The velocity of a
LEO satellite relative to the earth is given by (3), where W is
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V1 =

WR g3 / 2

·
·

(3)

R+H

·

The angular rotation of the earth is calculated using the
following equation.

W=

2p
= 0.2618rad / hour
24

(4)

·
·
·
·
·

V.

DISCUSSION AND EXPECTED ADVANTAGES

The good strategy of the aircraft and engine
characteristics, aimed by the Europeen organisation JAA
(Joint Aviation Authorithies) and the American FAA
(Fédéral Aviation Administration), is of the great importance
in order to get the system capable of performing certain air
tasks with the minimum expenditure energy, This approach
consists in developing additional information tecniques in
order to develop the business of commercial aviation.
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A. Maintenance type used
The type of maintenance used in this model: firstly is
conditional preventive maintenance which is subject to a
predetermined type of event (information of a sensor,
information collected in real time). It is called sometimes
predictive maintenance. Second type is corrective
maintenance which is maintenance performed after partial
failure of an organ.
To be effective, the method of service proposed must in
all cases be understood and accepted by airliner managers
and have membership of all staff. These methods should be
as far as possible standardized between different sectors (air
operation and maintenance). With current developments and
trends in materials to be more reliable, proportion of
accidental failures can be better controlled. Preventive
maintenance decrease quantitatively in a systematic way but
will improve qualitatively the conditional maintenance.
Preventive maintenance, experimental and subjective
yesterday, today tends to be more scientific.

It has been shown in previous chapters that the satellite
technology used to implement different constellations of
data, as these constellations are so important, they are
necessary to allow the development of real time analysis and
control techniques. This requires careful integration of the
aircraft data acquisition and related systems to transmit
different information to ground stations.
This research may be considered as generic model for
aerospace communication where most aeronautical services
are served by the same constellation to improve safety and
regularity of aircraft. Thus, we recommend the use of this
technique by all airlines to avoid serious damages, explosion
engines and nailing aircraft on ground.
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